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Abstract 

In the present study, a method for developing a quantitative prediction of river bank erosion is 

presented. A stream bank erodibility index was assessed to study the stability of the river bank. 

To assess the stability of the river bank erosion hazard index (BEHI) was estimated in 

consultation with bank height, bank slope, rooting depth, rooting density, and surface protection. 

In the upstream of Farraka Barriage between Rajmahal and Farakka, the continuous shifting of 

the left bank of the river Ganga and associated river bank erosion invited the loss of agricultural 

land and socio-economic vulnerability in most of the Mouzas of Manikchak and Kaliachak block 

of Malda district, West Bengal. In Manikchak block, 13 mouzas are severely affected by river 

bank erosion. The estimated BEHI of Narayanpur, Manikchak, Gopalpur, and Duarni Tarif are 

high which indicates the river bank instability. The satellite data of LANDSAT TM 5, 

LANDSAT MSS 1 and LANDSAT ETM 7 for the year 1973, 1999 and 2011 were used to assess 

the nature of shifting of the river bank and to estimate the land loss. All the derived images were 

transported on GIS environment to extract the course of the river. To estimate the leftward 

shifting of the bank line, 25 sites were considered along the left bank. Then overlaying the 

extracted layers of the river course of the year between 1973 and 1999 and between 1973 and 

2011, the distance of shifting of the river bank line was assessed. It is observed that there is a 

strong relationship between bank instability, BEHI, shifting distance of the bank line and eroded 

land area in the concerned study area. 

 
Keywords: Bank erosion, BEHI, bank instability, bank shifting, RS & GIS. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Stream bank erosion is a dynamic and natural process as stream meanders across the landscape, 

however, in many places the rate of stream bank erosion has increased markedly because of 

hydraulic and geotechnical processes (Rosgen, 2001a and 2001b). Riverbank erosion is an 

endemic and recurrent natural hazard. When rivers enter into the mature stage, they become 

sluggish and meander. These oscillations cause massive riverbank erosion. Accelerated stream 

bank erosion is a major cause of non-point source pollution associated with increased sediment 
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supply. Stream bank assessment include the measurements of bank heights, angles, materials, 

presence of layers, rooting depth, rooting density and per cent of bank protection which are used 

to develop the stream bank erodibility index. Measured data were converted to a normalization 

index for application for a wide range of channel sizes and types. Lawler (1993) measured the 

river bank erosion and changing course of the river in a scientific way. Stream bank erosion is a 

natural process that occurs in every watershed, excessive erosion has serious adverse 

consequences for the physical & biological function of rivers. Eroding stream banks can be a 

major source of sediment to a stream (up to 80% of the annual load; Simon and Thorne, 1996), 

and human  activities such as urbanization or dam construction can accelerate bank erosion rates 

by more than an order of magnitude. Extensive research has been underway on bank failure 

types, bank erosion mechanism, stream bank stability and prediction of failure by Thorne (1982), 

Thorne and Tovey (1981), Thorne et al. (1997) and Simon et al., (1996). It assigns point values 

to several aspects of bank condition and provides an overall score that can be used to inventory 

stream bank condition over large areas, prioritize eroding banks for remedial actions, etc.  

It often difficult, however, to distinguish between stream banks that are eroding at a natural 

rate from those that are or have the potential to erode at unnaturally high rates due to altered 

watershed hydrology or sediments load. The Bank Erosion Hazard Index (BEHI) is a method for 

assessing stream bank erosion potential. It assigns point values several aspects of bank condition 

and provides an overall score that can be used to inventory stream bank condition over large 

areas and prioritize restoration efforts. 

In the present study, BEHI was estimated after Rosgen (2001a and 2001b) to assess the nature 

of credibility of the river bank in Manikchak. The BEHI methodology evaluates a stream bank’s 

susceptibility to erosion as a function of five factors, including: 

 

1. The ration of stream bank height to bank full stage. 

2. The ration of riparian vegetation rooting depth to stream bank height. 

3. The degree of rooting density. 

4. Stream bank angle (i.e., slope) 

5. Bank surface protection afforded by debris and vegetation. 

The changes in the flow character as a result of siltation and sedimentation as well as 

variation in discharge invited severe river bank erosion in Malda.  The construction of Farrakka 

Barrage plays a significant role clogging of sediments on the river bed and problems of river 

bank erosion in Malda. The construction of Farrakka Barrage was started in 1962 and completed 

in 1971. The 2.64 km barrage was constructed was established to divert 40, 000 cusecs water 

towards Bhagirathi River to flush the sediments into the deepest part of the estuary to improve 

the navigational status of the Kolkata Port (Rudra 2000a). The obstruction leads to the river to 

make of her own way inducing the continuous shift and erosion in the upstream of Farrakka 

barrage. Mainly two districts Malda and Murshidabad were being affected by river bank erosion 

(Banerjee and Chakraborty 1983; Banerjee 1999). The changes in the river course due to bank 

failure are a long-term natural disaster in West Bengal since early sixties (Rudra 1996 and 2010; 

Mukhopadhyay 2003).  River dynamics is one of the major problems in river draining the Ganga 

plains and is particularly serious in the eastern plains from where some of the most interesting 

histories of fluvial dynamics have been traced (Jain and Sinha 2003, Chakroborty et al. 2010). 

The present study is dealt with the study of river bank erodibility based on BEHI as well as 
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nature and extent of the bank line shifting leftward with the help of RS & GIS which revealed the 

impact of the fluvial dynamics of river Ganga on bank erosion hazards in the concern area.  

2. STUDY AREA 

Malda district of West Bengal is located in the Indo-Bangladesh border (Figure 1) having a total 

area of about 3733 km2 (Census 2001).  

 

 

Figure 1. Location of Manikchak block in West Bengal 

The district is consisting 15 blocks. Western side of the district is bounded by the river 

Ganges where the bank erosion occurs in a frequent manner. The study area Manikchak Block is 

located under the Sadar Division of Malda District consisting a total population of 2, 40,123 

(2001). The geographical extent of the study area extends from 24051′N to 250 14′N and 87046′E 

to 88006′E. Manikchak Block comprises 11 gram Panchayets, 104 villages and 89 Mouzas 

(Table 1 and Figure 2).      
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Table.1: Mouzas located along the river in Manikchak Block, Malda. 

JL 

No. 

Name of 

Mouza 

JL 

No. 
Name of Mouza 

JL 

No. 
Name of Mouza JL No. 

Name of 

Mouza 

1 Godai 13 Mashahar 22 Narayanpur 84 Manikchack 

2 Kesharpur 15 Bagdukra 23 Ugritola 85 Raniganj 

4 Chandipur mal 16 Samastipur 24 Karia Sultanpuur 86 Govindapur 

8 Suksena 17 Shovapur 25 Kamalpur 87 Rustampur 

9 Dergrama 18 Chandipur Tofi 26 Mathurapur 88 Mirpur 

10 Rambari 19 Dakshin Chandipur 27 Gashigown 89 Rahimpur 

11 Shovanagar 20 Duani Tofi 82 Jot Bhabani 90 Gopalpur 

12 Hiranandapur 21 Paschim Narayanpur 83 Dharampur     

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Location of mouzas in Manikchak Block 

The number of female population displaced by bank erosion till 2001 is 17,017 and to that of 

male population is 18,126 (DHDRM 2007; Banerjee,1999) reported that around 750 km2 land 

area was lost in 30 years from Manikchak and Kaliackak area. Majority of the population in 

Manikchak Block belongs to Hindu community. Around 49% of the total population engaged in 

agriculture and belongs to the category of landless labourers. Women comprise 18.5% of the 

total main workforce in this block. Women population also comprises 58.7% of the total 

marginal workers. In Manikchak Block of Malda District, 15 Mouzas were getting affected by 

river bank erosion since 1978. 
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The total agricultural land affected by bank erosion is 13, 204 acres and as a result of which 

3330 families were affected by land loss. At present the bank erosion is being found in some 

selected Mouzas of Narayanpur, Balutola, Gopalpur, Dharampur, Dakshin Chandipur etc.  The 

emerged charland on the river bed is also getting affected today and inviting the loss of vegetable 

and agricultural land in Manikchak. In the study area, bank erosion occurs twice in a year. One in 

pre-flood period, this caused due to high pressure of increasing water on the bank walls. Another 

one in post-flood situation when stagnated water seeps as ground water through weak and porous 

soil in the left bank and finally weakens and dissects the bank deep rooted. So, after the recession 

of flood water, left bank collapses in chunks (Keshkar et al. 1996). 

Under cutting or Loss of underlying support is the primary cause of bank erosion at 

Manikchak. As a result of hydraulic action the soil particles of under laying layer is detached and 

carried far away by stream flow which results overhanging layer at the top (Figure 3). This over 

hanging layer with time collapse and execute rapid bank erosion.  Rotational failure is a very 

significant process of bank failure in Manikchak block (Figure 4) which can be seen here 

frequently at Gopalpur, Balutola etc. During the lean season when the water label is low, along 

steep cohesive bank the toe material is removed by the hydraulic action, as a result the shear 

stress is increased and the cohesive banks tend to fail along shallow slip surfaces. In this process 

of bank erosion deep-seated movement of all or part of the bank profile takes place along a 

curved surface. Such sever type of failure that involves the movement of large volume of soil 

and generates serious bank line retreat in Manikchak Block.   
                   

 

    Figure 3. Cohesive and non-cohesive layers at                     Figure 4. Rotational bank failure, Gopalpur                                        

                              Nrayanpur.        

 

The present study is an attempt to examine the spatial bank erosion condition of Ganges River 

in the Manikchak Block of Malda District. The study is dealt with the nature and extent of stream 

bank erosion of Ganges River, the estimation of the ration of stream bank height to bank full 

stage, ration of riparian vegetation rooting depth to stream bank height, rooting density, Stream 

bank angle and surface protection, the assessment of the bank erosion hazard index and to assess 

the potential erosion sites in the Manikchak Block estimating Bank Erosion Hazard Index 

(BEHI).  
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3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Database & procedure to estimate bank erosion hazard index (BEHI) 

The present study is based on collected primary data. Site specific information was derived after 

four days intensive field investigation in Novemeber, 2015 with GPS, Clinometer, and 

measuring tape, measuring staff and hanging rope. To identify the erosion sites GPS survey was 

executed. To estimate bank erosion hazard index a complete BEHI technique (Rosgen 2001) was 

incorporated in the present study. There are two methods to estimate Bank Erosion Hazard Index 

(BEHI) such as a complete BEHI procedure and a modified BEHI procedure. The first 

procedures describe the complete BEHI procedure created by Rosgen, including identification of 

bank full width. The second procedure describes a modified BEHI procedure, which doesn’t 

require identification of bank full width. The modified BEHI procedure is intended for use by 

workers who lack experience in identifying bank full indicators, including volunteer monitors. 

Correctly identification of appropriate bank full indicator requires considerable experience, and 

is the most subjective step in the original BEHI procedure. 

In truth, both procedure describes below are ‘modified’, in that the step of calculating BEHI 

scores has been simplified such that there is only a single score for each metric, rather than the 

range of possible scores provided in Rosgen’s original paper. This simplification is intended to 

remove some unnecessary subjectivity from the field observations, without overly reducing the 

utility of the procedure. The complete BEHI procedure consists of five metrics; four 

observational and one requiring some measurement. They are: 

 

1. Ration of bank height to bank full height: This is the most challenging of the BEHI 

metrics, as it requires accurate identification of bank full indicators. Bank full indicators 

in unstable streams (i.e., incising or aggrading streams) can be more difficult to identify, 

but are usually less than top of bank. 

2. Ratio of root depth to bank height: Root depth is the ratio of the average plant root 

depth to the bank height, expressed as a percent (e.g., roots extending 2feet into a 4 feet 

tall bank = 0.50) 

3. Root density: Root density, expressed as a percent, is the proportion of the stream bank 

surface covered (and protected) by plant roots (e.g., a bank whose slope is half covered 

with roots = 50 %). 

4. Surface protection: Surface protection is the percentage of the stream bank covered (and 

therefore protected) by plant roots, downed logs and branches, rocks, etc.  

5. Bank angle: Bank angle is the angle of the “lower bank”-the bank from the waterline at 

base flow to the top of the bank, as opposed to benches that are higher on the floodplain. 

Bank angles great than 900 occur on undercut banks. Banks angle can be measurement 

with a clinometer, through given the broad bank angle categories, visual estimates are 

generally sufficient. Bank angle is perhaps the metric most often estimated incorrectly. 

 

 Study Bank Height (A), Bank full Height (B), BH/BFH (A/B) = (C) 

 Root Depth (D), RD/BH (D/A) = (E)  

 Root Density in % (F), Weighted Root Density (G) = F*E 

 Bank Angle in Degree (H) 

 Surface Protection in % (I) 
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If the field staff lack experience with identifying bank full indicators, it is recommended that 

the bank height/bank full height ratio metric be dropped from the BEHI calculation, leaving four 

metrics:  

1. Ratio of root depth to bank height.  

2. Root density, in percent.  

3. Surface protection, in percent.  

4. Bank angle, in degrees. 

 

3.2 Estimation of Bank Erosion Hazard Index (BEHI) 

Overall scores for the Complete BEHI were calculated by summing the scores for each 

individual metric using the values assigned (Table 2) and scores for the Modified BEHI were 

similarly calculated using the values assigned (Table 4).  The overall BEHI score corresponds to 

an erosion hazard category.  It should be noted that the overall BEHI scores and categories were 

developed by Rosgen’s work in the Rocky Mountain States, and in the future these may be 

modified for conditions in Michigan. 

 

                

Fig.5: River bank with various BEHI parameters. 
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Table.2: Guidelines for measuring complete BEHI (After, Rosgen, 2001). 

BEHI 

Category 

Bank 

Height/ 

Bankfull 

Height 

BH/BFH 

Score 

Root 

Depth 

(% of 

BFH) 

Root 

Depth 

Score 

Root 

Density 

(%) 

Root 

Density 

Score 

Surface 

Protection 

(Avg. %) 

Surface 

Protection 

Score 

Bank 

Angle 

(degrees) 

Bank 

Angle 

Score 

Total 

Score, by 

Category 

Very low 1.0-1.1 1.45 
90-

100 
1.45 80-100 1.45 80-100 1.45 0-20 1.45 ≤ 7.25 

Low 
1.11-

1.19 
2.95 50-89 2.95 55-79 2.95 55-79 2.95 21-60 2.95 

  7.26-   

  14.75 

Moderate 1.2-1.5 4.95 30-49 4.95 30-54 4.95 30-54 4.95 61-80 4.95 

 

14.76 –  

  24.75 

 

High 1.6-2.0 6.95 15-29 6.95 15-29 6.95 15-29 6.95 81-90 6.95 
24.76 –  

  34.75 

Very high 2.1-2.8 8.5 5-14 8.5 5-14 8.5 10-14 8.5 91-119 8.5 
34.76 –  

  42.50 

Extreme >2.8 10 < 5 10 < 5 10 < 10 10 > 119 10 
42.51 –  

   50 

 

3.3 Estimation of the Shifting of the river bank leftward: 

Landsat images for the year 1973, 1999 and 2001 were processed in ERDAS IMAGINE PC 

software (9.2) using WGS 84 projection system which was inbuilt in the Landsat data where root 

mean square error was approximately 0.982 and which is acceptable limit. All data was 

integrated in a GIS environment to understand the controls and mechanism of river dynamics 

(Table.3). 
 

Table.3: Specification of the satellite Data. 

Data Type Details Resolution(m) Year/ Date Source 

LANDSAT TM 5 Path/Row: 139/43 30 2011-06-08 USGS 

LANDSAT MSS 1 Path/ Row: 149/43 60 1973-02-22 USGS 

LANDSAT ETM 7 Path/ Row:139/43 30 1999-11-06 USGS 

 

For a detailed analysis of the dynamics of shifting of the Ganga adjacent to Malda District 

vector layers were developed based on the raster layer from Landsat TM data on ARC GIS (GIS 

environment) based software version 9.3. Firstly, LANDSAT MSS 1 of 1973 was digitized and 

then the mouza map was also digitized corresponding to the study area. The digitized mouza map 

was overlaid on the digitized classified map of 1973 to assess the actual area under land and 

water mouza wise. The same process continued for the year 2011 on LANDSAT TM 5. Finally 

the changes in the areal extent of the land were estimated considering the estimated land from the 

satellite images of 1973 and 2011. To assess the shifting of the left bank line, firstly, the images 

of 1973, 1999 and 2011 were collected from USGS.  
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4. Result and Discussion: 

4.1 Estimated BEHI and Instability of the river bank 

At Duwarni Tafir (Bhutnir Char) the estimated BEHI is 34.90, (Table.2) which is very high 

where the tendency of river bank erosion is also very high. The measured bank height, bank full 

height and bank slope are 1.9 m, 0.5m, and 1100. The surface protection is of 50%. Root density 

and root depth are 20% and 0.64 m. At South Chandipur (Bhutnir Char) the estimated BEHI is 

35.25, (Table.2) which is also very high. The measured bank height, bankfull height and bank 

slope are 1.65m, 0.8m, and 1200 respectively. The surface protection is of 30%. Root density and 

root depth are 20% and 0.5 m.  At Pashim Narayanpur the estimated BEHI along the left bank is 

43.95 (Table.2) which indicates the instability of the river bank. The bank height, bank full 

height and bank slope, surface protection, root density and root depth are favorable for 

promoting river bank instability and high BEHI. Now the river is engrossing the land. The river 

has entered almost 100 m towards the left bank of Ganges River (Pashim Narayanpur). The 

original position of the river & the left bank line has been shifted leftward due to extreme river 

bank erosion (Fig.6).    

 

 

          Fig. 6: Flow separation and bank erosion.               Fig.7: Soil layers along the river bank at Narayanpur. 
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Table.4: Estimated BEHI from different location of Manikchak River Bank. 

 

At Pashim Narayanpur, the estimated BEHI along the left bank is 36.90 (Table.4) where the measured 

bank height, bank full height and bank slope are 1.7m, 0.5m, 100̊. The surface protection is of 

50%. Root density and root depth are 25%, 0.5m. A river cross profile was done along the left 

bank of Ganges River at Pashim Narayanpur. The near bank river bed profile (Fig.8) depicts that 

the depth is close to the river bank which plays a significant role to increase the velocity of 

water. Such hydraulic character of the river along the Pashim Narayanpur bank with fragile bank 

stratigraphy promotes bank failure (Fig.7). The rivers bank line has been shifted leftward more 

than 100m at Pashim Narayanpur due to extreme bank erosion (Fig.9).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Location Lat. & Long. 

Study Bank 

Height/ 

Bankfull 

Height 

Root 

Depth/Ban

k Height 

Root 

Density 

Surface 

Protection 

Bank 

Angle 

Total 

BEHI 

Score 

South Chandipur 

(Duwarni Tafir) 

25̊ 5.38’N 

& 

87̊ 50.35’E 

3.8 

BEHI-10 

0.336 

BEHI-4.95 

20% 

BEHI-8.5 

50% 

BEHI-2.95 

110̊ 

BEHI-

8.5 

34.90 

South Chandipur 

(Bhutnir Char) 

25̊ 3.78’N 

& 

87̊ 52.99’E 

2.06 

BEH-6.95 

0.30 

BEHI-4.95 

20% 

BEHI-8.5 

30% 

BEHI-4.95 

120̊ 

BEHI-10 
35.35 

Pashim Narayanpur 

25̊ 4.94’N 

& 

87̊ 51.00’E 

2.29 

BEHI-8.5 

0.075 

BEHI-10 

 

20% 

BEHI-10 

20% 

BEHI-6.95 

100̊ 

BEHI-

8.5 

43.95 

Pashim Narayanpur 

25̊ 4.50’N 

& 

87̊ 51.20’E 

3.4 

BEHI-10 

0.29 

BEHI-6.95 

 

25% 

BEHI-8.5 

50% 

BEHI-2.95 

100̊ 

BEHI-

8.5 

36.90 

Manikchak Ghat 

(2No. Bridge) 

25̊ 4.44’N 

& 

87̊ 50.81’E 

1.25 

BEHI-4.95 

0.6 

BEHI-2.95 

15% 

BEHI-8.5 

80% 

BEHI-1.45 

40̊ 

BEHI-

2.95 

39.90 

Manikchak Ghat 

(2No. Bridge) 

25̊ 4.50’N 

& 

87̊ 51.20’E 

3 

BEHI-10 

0.022 

BEHI-10 

2% 

BEHI-10 

25% 

BEHI-6.95 

55̊ 

BEHI-

2.95 

31.85 

Left Side of Charland 

Opposite of 

Manikchak Ghat 

(2No. Bridge) 

25̊ 3.68’N 

& 

87̊ 52.96E 

2.166 

BEHI-8.5 

0.46 

BEHI-4.95 

20% 

BEHI-8.5 

70% 

BEHI-2.95 

90̊ 

BEHI-

6.95 

32.30 

Left Bank of Ganges 

River at Gopalpur 

Eastern Part Ghat 

25̊ 1.05’N 

& 

87̊ 58.28’E 

1.22 

BEHI-4.95 

0.36 

BEHI-4.95 

20% 

BEHI-6.95 

95% 

BEHI-1.45 

90̊ 

BEHI-

6.95 

32.46 

Left Side of  

Charland Opposite of 

Gopalpur Eastern Part 

Ghat 

25̊ 1.03’N 

& 

87̊ 58.23’E 

1.25 

BEHI-4.95 

0.6 

BEHI-2.95 

25% 

BEHI-6.95 

90% 

BEHI-1.45 

20̊ 

BEHI-

1.45 

17.75 

Left Side of  

Charland Opposite of 

Gopalpur Eastern Part 

Ghat 

 

25̊ 00’61”N 

& 

87̊ 57’79”E 

2.62 

BEHI-8.5 

0.0152 

BEHI-10 

5% 

BEHI-10 

80% 

BEHI-1.45 

90̊ 

BEHI-

6.95 

36.90 
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Fig.8: River cross profile between mainland and char land at Paschim Narayanpur. 

 

              

       Fig.9: Bank line shifting at Nrayanpur.              Fig.10: Situation of the river bank at Narayanpur (Nov., 2015). 
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                   Fig.11: River cross profile between mainland and char land at Manikchak Ghat. 

At left side of Char land opposite of Pashim Narayanpur the estimated BEHI along the left 

bank is 20.80, (Table.4) which is less compared to Paschim Narayanpur. The measured bank 

height, bankfull height and bank slope are 0.5m, 0.4m, 40̊. The estimated BEHI at Manikchak 

Ghat is 39.90 (Table.4) where the bank erosion is very high. The measured bank height, bankfull 

height and bank slope are 4.5m, 1.5m, 55̊. The surface protection is of 25%. Root density and 

root depth are 2%, 0.1m. The near bank river bed profile (Fig.11) depicts that the depth is close 

to the char land which plays a significant role to increase the velocity of water. Such hydraulic 

character of the river along the char land with fragile bank stratigraphy promote suitable 

environment for river bank failure. At left side of Char land opposite of Manikchak Ghat, the 

estimated BEHI is 31.85 (Table.4and Fig.11). The measured bank height, bankfull height and 

bank slope are 2.6m, 1.2m, and 90̊. The surface protection is of 70%. Root density and root depth 

are 20%, 1.2m. At Gopalpur Ghat, the estimated BEHI along the left bank is 32.463 (Table.4) 

where bank instability is at high level. The near bank river bed profile (Fig.12) depicts that the 

depth is close to the river bank which plays a significant role to increase the velocity of water. 

Such hydraulic character of the river bank along the Gopalpur bank with fragile bank 

stratigraphy promotes river bank failure.  

In opposite of Gopalpur Ghat, the estimated BEHI along the left bank is 17.75 (Table.4). 

Google Earth image of 2014 (Fig.13) depicts that point B was located over the  river bed but at 

present (2015) condition new char land has been development in the said location. The 

developed char land is also getting affected by erosion (Fig.14; location A, B and C) where 

estimated BEHI is high. The stratigraphy of the char land is basically composed of sandy 

materials with less cohesion. The developed char land is used for agricultural practices which are 

also under threat.  
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Fig.12: River cross profile between mainland and charland at Gopalpur Ghat. 

 

Fig.13: Vulnerable sites of bank erosion at Gopalpur ghat 
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Fig.14: Erosion of the Char land at Gopalpur Ghat 

4.2 Shifting Character of the Left Bank of the River Ganga and Estimated Land loss: 

The study on the shifting of the river bank states that a vast area has been affected by erosion 

from 1973 to 2011. To assess the river bank erosion satellite images of 1973, 1999 and 2011 

(Fig.15, 16 & 17) were analyzed. Extreme north western part of Manikchak block is highly 

affected by bank erosion covering the mouzas of Godai, Rambari, Shovanagar, Dergrama,  

Masahat etc. The maximum length shifted by bank erosion is around 4500 meters. The lower 

most section of the Manikchak block is also affected badly by erosion. Here the maximum 

distance attributed with erosion is around 2300 meters (Table.5). The some parts of the 

Chandipur Mouza has gained the land area due to deposition of sediments. But the overall study 

revealed that the most of area along the river bank is affected by bank erosion. So we can treat 

this type of natural process as hazards and disasters. The shifting of the river bank leftward due 

to erosion has become much more prominent since 1973. The affected mouzas of the Manikchak 

area Paschim Naranpur, Narayanpur, Dakshin Chandipur, Duarni Tafir, Gopalpur, Dharampur, 

Samastipur, Bagdukra, Mashahar, Shovapur, Ranigong etc. Since 1973, the long distance of the 

river bank was shifted at Gopalpur, Dharampur, South Chandipur, Dergrama, Rambari, and 

Shovanathpur (Fig.18 & 19). The middle most part of the Manikchak block is least affected due 

to river erosion because of the existence of the Bhutni Char.  At present, the western part of the 

Bhutnir Char is getting affected by river erosion. At Duarni Tarif Charland has been developed 

due to clogging of sediments just close to the confluence of Fulhar River at Ganga.              
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        Fig.15: The course of the river Ganga of 1973.        Fig.16: The course of the river Ganga of 1999.   

     

Fig.17: The course of the river Ganga of 2011.     Fig.18: Shifting of the bank line from 1973 to 1999. 
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Fig.19: Shifting of the bank line from 1973 to 2011. 
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Table.5:Shifting character of the river bank since 1973 to 2011. 

Shifting of bank 1973-1999 Shifting of bank 1973-2011 

POINT DIST(m) Direction DIST(m) Direction 

A 3505.864688 Left 4334.086668 Left 

B 3834.524819 Left 4324.736579 Left 

C 2982.607423 Left 3568.658641 Left 

D 2541.382946 Left 2816.168455 Left 

E 2400.50273 Left 2325.439163 Left 

F 1917.376722 Left 2198.759767 Left 

G 1410.552079 Left 1844.1122 Left 

H 1234.767747 Left 1776.992112 Left 

I 680.773194 Left 1064.742491 Left 

J 285.263102 Left 767.553728 Left 

K 1.374579 Right 366.793903 Left 

L 1092.998926 Right 1004.996436 Right 

M 104.767229 Right 944.687361 Right 

N 521.273842 Left 271.546223 Right 

O 844.238953 Left 244.888662 Left 

P 539.598139 Left 736.408062 Left 

Q 65.948257 Left 1032.966411 Left 

R 835.663559 Left 1533.688333 Left 

S 1636.985185 Left 1910.312139 Left 

T 2220.688143 Left 2201.551764 Left 

U 2000.197912 Left 2047.443162 Left 

V 1664.174751 Left 1626.444133 Left 

W 1786.7594 Left 1871.87424 Left 

X 1970.209073 Left 2274.365375 Left 

Y 1937.751444 Left 2260.006065 Left 

 

In earth science, erosion is the action of surface processes (such as water flow or wind) that 

remove soil, rock, or dissolved material from one location on the Earth's crust, then transport it 

away to another location (wikipedia). In Manikachak block of Malda District, the land loss is 

mainly occurred due to shifting of the river bank. Due to shifting of the river in eastern side the 

plain area of Manikachak was affected by Bank erosion. The large part of Godai, Dergram, 

Chandipur, Hiranandapur, Bagdukra, Narayanpur, Dharmpur, Gopalpur mouzas was affected by 

severe bank erosion and decreased the land area (Fig.2). The maximum land loss was found in 

Dharampur (4.41 sq km), Raniganj (4.66 sq km), Hiranandapur (4.01 sq km) [Table.6]. Land 

area was gained due to deposition of sediments in some mouzas like Sovapur, Chandipur Tofi, 

and Rustampur.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Surface_runoff
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_(geology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth%27s_crust#Crust
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sediment_transport
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Table.6: Estimated changes of Land area by bank erosion from1973 to 2011. 

JL No. Name of Mouza Area (sq. m) 
Land area (sq. m) Changes in Land 

area (sq. m) 1973 2011 

1 Godai 14476137.81 11929163.27 7988079.538 -3941083.736 

2 Kesharpur 6673182.395 6673182.395 4307607.051 -2365575.344 

4 Chandipur mal 18815290.57 18815290.57 16985776.19 -1829514.387 

8 Suksena 3440935.99 3440935.99 1927789.888 -1513146.103 

9 Dergrama 873997.8867 873997.8867 728584.6103 -145413.2764 

10 Rambari 7229363.404 5737620.098 3662340.904 -2075279.194 

11 Shovanagar 1165296.53 1165296.53 116242.5511 -1049053.979 

12 Hiranandapur 4879323.774 3667303.326 3262408.088 -404895.2378 

13 Mashahar 2430630.398 1384376.121 382951.107 -1001425.014 

15 Bagdukra 4985597.694 3079173.849 3118131.601 38957.75224 

16 Samastipur 2432146.076 1486840.269 761159.4124 -725680.8564 

17 Shovapur 16862685.01 221985.9034 15637877.76 15415891.85 

18 Chandipur Tofi 2793738.618 2010579.969 2245727.396 235147.4271 

19 Dakshin 

Chandipur 
6394839.254 4854715.979 4527090.597 -327625.3812 

20 Duani Tofi 5727625.06 5005865.604 3557404.328 -1448461.276 

21 Paschim 

Narayanpur 
6394839.254 1732829.136 1731040.615 -1788.520823 

22 Narayanpur 10505358.74 7071173.46 7477702.2 406528.7402 

23 Ugritola 2584322.934 2584322.934 2584322.934 0 

24 Karia Sultanpuur 1138207.239 1138207.239 1138207.239 0 

25 Kamalpur 2862286.148 2862286.148 2862286.148 0 

26 Mathurapur 3719286.224 3719286.224 3713554.201 -5732.02273 

27 Gashigown 851362.137 851362.137 851362.137 0 

82 Jot Bhabani 1692446.127 1692446.127 1349031.524 -343414.6035 

83 Dharampur 6706434.146 6706434.146 2295883.681 -4410550.465 

84 Manikchack 11284029.78 11259955.56 5360200.341 -5899755.217 

85 Raniganj 454570.5863 46602.78207 0.000257 -46602.78181 

86 Govindapur 1174436.126 439263.0127 1111939.177 672676.1647 

87 Rustampur 5829323.203 3690984.986 5394469.322 1703484.336 

88 Mirpur 3119949.299 3119949.299 692750.1938 -2427199.105 

89 Rahimpur 3010620.93 3010620.93 3010620.93 0 

90 Gopalpur 12487211.5 12487211.5 3846641.603 -8640569.895 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Bank angle varies between 400 -1200. But most of the cases the bank angle is >900, which effects 

to increase the BEHI score. Basically bank angle score positively is dependent upon bank angle 

& here this bank angle score varies between 2.95 and 10. Surface protection helps to reduce the 

BEHI score. Here we found the percentage of surface protection is low in most of the places. The 

surface protected by grasses unable to protect land from erosion because of their low root depth 

& low root density. In the present study, the BEHI score ranges between 17.75- 43.95 which is 
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categorized into high (from 24.76 to 34.75), very high (34.76 to 42.500 and extreme (42.51 to 

50). So it clearly indicates that maximum sites are characterized by river bank instability and 

erosion. Manikchak block is extremely affected by the river bank erosion. It was found that 

numerous char land has been developed on the valley floor.  

 

               

Fig.20: Estimated BEHI of different locations at Manikchak 

 

Pashim Narayapur, South Chandipur and Gopalpur are highly affected by the river bank 

erosion where BEHI is very high (Fig.20). It was also found that some of the char lands are 

characterized by the river bank erosion and instability. Channel instability is an important aspect 

of geomorphic evolution and habitat dynamics in large alluvial rivers. The lower reaches of the 

Ganga in west Bengal shows significant dynamics in term of channel position as well as form in 

last 234 years even though the river flows through a rather narrow valley bounded by Rajmahal 

hills and Barind tracts to its west and east, respectively. Ganga River is migratory in nature in 

this region for the engineering interventions namely, the Farakka Barrage. The river has been 

migrating to the east in this region i.e. upstream of Farakka Barrage. This situation remains grim 

till date and long term solutions incorporating geomorphic understanding of the river have been 

lacking in river management strategy. It is important to realize that river dynamics is a natural 

behavior of the river and it is crucial to accurately map the extent of migration and reaches prone 

migration. The extent must be defined as ‘Space’ for the river and the concept of flood plain 

zoning must be seriously pursued. This is not only crucial for saving a large population from the 

misery of river dynamics and floods but is also important for improving the river health.  
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